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INTRODUCTION

AIMS

DISCUSSION

Communication is recognised as a core skill for doctors
and is key to transforming clinical knowledge into practice,
as such it is an essential component of clinical
competence.1,2 Yet, despite the knowledge that doctorpatient communication is pivotal in determining positive
outcomes from consultations, the commonest mistakes
reported to the Irish Medical Council (Irish Medical Council
Conference, 2012) and the American Medical Association
are still ones of communication (rather than failures of
knowledge).

The objective of the research was to explore whether
adaptive simulations can produce a valid and reliable
measure of undergraduate medical students’ consultation
skills. The G study tested two variables regarding their
potential to support automated self-assessment and
practice of undergraduate medical students’ consultation
skills.

The automated assessment of decision points in the
simulation are of similar robustness to those obtained with
expert raters and so this approach and scoring has
potential for wider use in automated assessment of
medical students.

Consultation training serves to model the important
paradigm shifts that need to be enacted by doctors, as
they develop approaches to patient centred consultation.1
Intensive experience is generally assumed to produce
more favourable learning outcomes, but recent research
suggests that assessment can be a more powerful driver
of student learning depending on instructional format.3,4,5
Knowledge-based instruction alone may not be sufficient
for imparting communication skills in medical education,
but aligned with pedagogically sound teaching delivery,
practice with stimulated patients and contextualised
assessment may have a higher impact on student
performance.6
Adaptive simulations and personalised learning are
becoming an innovative feature of international medical
schools for teaching and assessment.7,8,9 In an adaptive
simulation, the simulation environment is not fixed but
rather can be modified (or adapted) by the lecturer for
optimal pedagogical effect.10 Simulations can also adapt
to the student as they engage in real time with the tasks
and scenario presented to them.
The adaptive simulation platform (called SkillSimsTM)
allowed the student to self-assess, practice and master
their skills through immersive video based simulations.
The scenarios used were psychiatric consultations with
two patients respectively portraying mania and
depression. The student assumed the role of the doctor,
where they could choose (decision points) what the doctor
should say and how they should say it, and exhibited
various communication skills (optimal and not),
accumulating scores as they progressed.

METHODS

A Generalizability analysis was conducted on the IT data
analytics collected from the first use of the adaptive
simulation, obtained when undergraduate medical
students (psychiatry module) at Trinity College Dublin,
interacted with two adaptive simulations (as a mandatory
part of communication skills training (using the Calgary
Cambridge model).13
For the purposes of this study, we looked at the scoring
mechanisms of these two adaptive simulations to
investigate validity and reliability of scoring. The data
analytics were provided by the research team who
conducted an initial study in 2012 as part of a EU ImREAL
project to carry out research and development in the field
of experiential virtual training.11,15,16 Their research on
motivation and self regulated learning (SRL) indicated a
positive effect on learning motivation and perceived
performance with consistently good usability.11,13,16
A simple person-by-case (P x C) Generalizability study
using existing data of these two cases was used to
examine variance components. The variance component
estimates from the generalizability study are displayed in
Table 1. The generalizability study was conducted on a
dataset (n=129) for the variable for a score (y-axis on
figure 2) indicating knowledge of process and skills.
Effect

Degrees of
freedom

Variance
Comp.

%

P

129

0.0924270

11

C

1

0.1053667

13

PC

129

0.6138640

76

Table 1. Generalizability (G) study on ‘Score’ using a person-crossed-with-cases
randomised model.

The findings indicate that this approach to adaptive
simulations has potential as a teaching and assessment
tool for the medical consultation, which requires further
development and research.
Assessment in medical education addresses complex
competencies, requiring quantitative and qualitative
information from different sources as well as professional
judgement from an expert rater. Performance with
simulated patients is a key learning modality for
undergraduate medical consultation skills.
The use of simulation and technology for learning,
teaching and assessment has increased and virtual
patient simulations are becoming an innovative feature of
technology enhanced learning (TEL) i to support learning
and assessment. This study explores whether this
approach is a feasible and robust technology solution for
supporting automating learning and assessment.

CONCLUSION
In this adaptive simulation of the medical consultation to
assess student performance the automated scoring of
decision points in the adaptive simulation produced results
similar in robustness to those obtained with expert raters.
This approach and scoring have potential for wider use in
automated assessment of medical students.
The findings indicate that this approach to adaptive
simulations has potential as a teaching and assessment
tool for the medical consultation, which requires further
development and research.
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Figure 1. Decision Study

The expert rater of the psychiatry simulations used a
scoring system which encompassed knowledge of the
consultation process and communication skills for student
performance, as it pertains to Calgary Cambridge model of
the consultation interview.16
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